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Introducing Korea Creative Content Agency, KOCCA.
As the umbrella government agency for Korea content industry promotion, Korea Creative Content
Agency supports the production of content by genre in the area broadcasting, games, music,
fashion, animation, characters, cartoons, immersive content. KOCCA engages in planning, creative
production, distribution, overseas expansion, fostering companies, talent training, research and
development of culture technology, financial support and policy research for these content.

With the power of content and culture,
KOCCA will lead the innovative growth of Korea.
The content industry extends beyond the realm of culture and is attracting attention as a promising
future industry, driving innovative growth in the national economy.
For the sustainable advancement of Korean content, KOCCA promotes creative companies by
providing supports and policies to lead the future content market.
With the potential of Korean content industries, KOCCA contributes to the new Korean Wave.

KOCCA HEADQUARTERS


- Animation Industry Team
• Dawoon Jeong / Project Manager / friendly0209@kocca.kr


- Broadcasting Industry Team
• Hyo Jin Lee / Project Manager / hj@kocca.kr
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AK Entertainment Co., Ltd.
Website. www.akent.co.kr
Add. #605, Ace Gasan Tower, 121, Digital-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul 08505, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 6332 0092 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3016 5425 / E-mail. info@akent.co.kr

AK Entertainment is a specialized global contents company founded in 2005. We distribute
Korean content including documentary, drama, entertainment, animation, and film to all
over the world as well as introducing well-made foreign content to Korea. In addition, we
started producing our own contents suitable for diverse media platforms from 2016.
Seeking : TV Channels, VOD/ OTT platforms, distributors

Spring of Crush

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 16 × 30
Genre BL Costume Drama

A Confucian scholar who is icier than a winter cold snap and a liberal lady full of spring mood
met. These two are getting married because of their parents’ complicated circumstances! To make
matters worse, the third daughter of Lord Choi, who is said to be beautiful enough to get married
without even having to see her face, turns out to be a man!
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Fantastic Timing

Production Year 2019 / Completed
Eps × Min 16 × 60
Genre Fantasy Romance Drama

An economics professor, SHIM Jeong, happens to travel in time with his daughter to the future. But
his wife was left behind in the fatal car accident. SHIM gets to know he could travel in time and stay
there for 60 minutes only if he has a companion. He helps people who want time-travel and find out
what it really matters in the life and ultimately his wife!
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THE JIKJI: Come Into the World

Production Year 2020 / Completed
Eps × Min 3 × 60
Genre Documentary

JIKJI is the demonstration of the world's first metal type invention, more than a hundred years
ahead of Western history. In this documentary, we will reveal the science and secret of this book.
Available in 4K UHD and HD.
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Korea International Broadcasting Foundation (Arirang TV/Radio)
Website. www.arirang.com
Add. Arirang Tower, 2351, Nambusunhwan-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, 06713, Rep. of KOREA
Tel. +82 (0)2 3475 5076 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3475 5110 / E-mail. boram@arirang.com

Korea International Broadcasting Foundation (Arirang TV/Radio) has been taking on the
role of “a global network through communication” and making efforts to properly inform
viewers around the world of various perspectives through content that shows the true faces
of Korea and the Globe.
Arirang TV is one of the world’s leading international TV channels with more than 25 years
of broadcasting experience. From the start to the end of the day, we provide world-class
TV content which entertains, educates, and informs millions of our viewers across the
world through a broadcasting network of 138 million households in 103 different countries.
Seeking : Cable, IPTV, Satellite, OTT platforms/ Online Video Platform & Streaming Service

After School Club

Production Year 2021-2022
Eps × Min 60 × per episode (every week)
Genre Entertainment

After School Club is the Live Music Request show for K-Pop fans all around the world. On our
weekly live show, you can join our video chat sessions through Google Hangouts, send us tweets,
and share status. Also, ASC presents the K-POP stars' record storehouse! The ASC Archive will be
a compilation of the deep conservations about the guests' albums, the diverse requests they carry
out, as well as TMIs from behind-the-scenes.
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Simply K-Pop CON-TOUR

Production Year 2021-2022
Eps × Min 60 × per episode (every week)
Genre Entertainment

Only the essential on Arirang TV's signature music program, <Simply K-Pop>!
Explore which idol groups, bands and solo artists are dropping new tracks this month!
Get closer to the artists, as K-POP stars perform on-stage and interact with the audience throughout
the show.
Your special source to KPOP, <Simply K-POP>!
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Catchy Korea

Production Year 2021-2022
Eps × Min 30 × per episode (every week)
Genre Entertainment

The center of the Korean Wave, where you can learn Korea’s sophisticated culture.CATCHY
KOREA, a comprehensive cultural content in “Omnibus format”,
TIMELY scenes
The whole world keeps its eyes on what happens in Korea!We bring you a fresh take on Korea’s
up-and-coming events, fascinating culinary, culture, and festival scenes.
ARTSY streaming
Now it’s the era where culture and art are also enjoyed by streaming!
STORY and meet
Time for little chit chats with rising stars in culture and art fields!Let’s take a close peep in their
personal and honest stories.
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CJ ENM Co. Ltd.
Website. http://watch.cjenm.com
Add. (03926) 66, Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 371 8616 / E-mail. watch@watchcjenm.net

CJ ENM is a leading entertainment company originated from Korea, engaging in a wide
array of businesses across the industry spectrum including media content, music, film,
performing arts, and animation. CJ ENM has created, produced and distributed globally
acclaimed contents including Oscar-winning film Parasite, Tony Award-winning Musical
Kinky Boots, record-breaking Korean box office hits Roaring Currents, Extreme Job, along
with sought-after television series such as Mr. Sunshine, Grandpas over Flowers, I Can
See Your Voice, EXchange and more. With regional offices in Asia, Europe and the U.S.,
CJ ENM currently employs over 3,600 people.
Seeking : Scripted and Non-scripted Buyers

EXchange

Production Year 2021
Eps × Min 15 × 120
Genre Dating

Ex-couples who broke up for various reasons gather to look back on their past love and to find
new love. Four ex-couples live under one roof for 3 weeks to find love – new or re-visited. Knowing
that everyone’s ex is in the house, they must hide who that is by pretending to be strangers. While
keeping that a secret, they trey to get to know others and build new relationships throughout the
stay. Through the EX-REVIEW and EX-CHAT system, singles have the opportunity to learn about
their new date partners from the ex of that person. Will new relationships begin? Or ex-couples
rekindle their feelings?
- #1 viewership among entire TVING original content
- #1 in the contribution of adding new paid subscribers for 13 consecutive weeks.
- 2 Seasons commissioned in Korea
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MY BOYFRIEND IS BETTER

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 7 × 60
Genre Music

The singing and Betting Battle Between Couples.
Five girlfriends who want to show off their boyfriend’s singing skills play a bet to see who's the best
singer. All couples are given game money to bet on the vocal stages each boyfriend performs. At
each stage, judges vote on a dropout, and girlfriends have to bet on her own boyfriend or another
boyfriend to keep the game money and win the prize.

ZEROSUM GAME

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 12 × 30
Genre Game Show

The Weight War: the Gainer, the Loser, the Keeper.
Ten contestant participate in a fierce, high-level psychological survival game to keep the sum of
everyone’s weight. From 40kg to 200kg, contestants with different weights and jobs got to survive
to win the prize. If they fail to keep the total sum, $1,000 per 100 grams will be deducted from the
prize money.

- Show created by the original creator of the Masked Singer.
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EBS(Korea Educational Broadcasting System)
Website. wwsales.ebs.co.kr
Add. 281, Hallyuworld-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, 10393, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 526 3946 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6499 2524 / E-mail. snakim@ebs.co.kr

EBS - Korea Educational Broadcasting System is the one and only public educational
broadcasting company in Korea. EBS is now operating 8 different channels, including
2 terrestrial TV channels, 1 radio channel, 3 cable/satellite TV channels specialized in
educational programs, 1 IPTV children’s channel and 1 channel for Korean-Americans.
Terrestrial channels offer preschool and youth programs, culture programs and
documentaries for adults. Besides TV channels, VOD service and diverse array of
e-Learning content of different levels targeted at different ages is provided via online/
mobile platform.
Seeking : Documentary Acquisition & Co-production

Fatal Attraction

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 2 × 50
Genre Documentary

We will accompany people who are enthralled by nature’s beauty to create an aesthetic video
portrait of Korea’s nature as it changes from season to season. We will present the crested honey
buzzard, pheasant-tailed Jacana, and other bird species that had been long shrouded in mystery
as well as the diverse flora and fauna that make up the ecosystem of South Jeolla Province,
focusing mainly on Hampyeong County and Upo Wetland, which is a Ramsar site and a nature
reserve in Changnyeong County.
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Mating Machine

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 2 × 50
Genre Documentary

Why do males are more outstanding in their physical appearance?
Why are females so picky in choosing their mates? Why do we do things that have nothing to do
with our survival?
We search for the answers by delving into the lives of plants, insects, fish, mammals, birds, and
primates of the world. The true winner of the battlefield of evolution is not the ones that survive,
but the ones that succeed in mating. We have evolved into both surviving machines and mating
machines.
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The Sixth Mass Extinction

Production Year 2021 / Completed
Eps × Min 5 × 50
Genre Documentary

There were five mass extinctions in 4.6 billion years of our Planet’s history and now the Sixth Mass
Extinction is underway. Unlike the previous five mass extinctions, that were caused by catastrophic
global events such as asteroid impact and ice age, the cause of the Sixth Mass Extinction is the
human activities.
<The Sixth Mass Extinction> visits the sites of current extinction caused by humans and
documents the conflicts between humans and wildlife, exposing the reality of mass extinction in the
macroscopic viewpoint of Anthropocene.
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HYBE
Website. www.hybecorp.com
Add. 42, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 3444 0105 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2144 9392
E-mail. content_licensing@hybecorp.com

HYBE innovates the music industry business model under the mission, "We believe in
music". HYBE strives to be the world's best music-based entertainment lifestyle platform
company. "Content" that leads global trends and "fans" who are our customers are the two
pillars of our core values.
HYBE produces original, artist-focused content in various formats, including reality
entertainment, documentary, and live concert films. We distribute our content worldwide to
OTT, TV, Theater, and our fan-focused media platform, Weverse.
HYBE artists include BTS, Seventeen, Tomorrow X Together, ENHYPEN, fromis_9,
LESSERAFIM, and NewJeans.
Seeking : Publisher

HYBE Artists
Reality Series (BTS+)

Production Year 2017-2021 / Released
Eps × Min 24 × 60
Genre Reality Entertainment

HYBE original reality series by the k-pop phenoms - BTS, Seventeen, and Tomorrow X Together(TXT).
Each group has a self-titled show program with various themed episodes for everyone's delight and
entertainment.
<RUN BTS!> BTS, the 21c pop icon with global super fandom, is also loved for their unique chemistry. This
show well captures their funniest moments, from cooking to traveling to a music quiz show and lots more.
<GOING SEVENTEEN> SEVENTEEN is an internationally recognized K-Pop superstar, well-known for
self-producing music. In the program they also self-produce each episode and enjoy various challenges
and games.
<TO DO X TXT> TXT has become 'The icon of Gen Z,' 'Next generation k-pop group,' and the 'Million-Seller
winner.' In this show, they are given missions, or 'TO DO' lists - bowling, glamping, theme park, and more.
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BTS Music Documentary

Production Year 2020-2021 / Released
Eps × Min 2 × 90
Genre Documentary



"Grammy-nominated superstar BTS goes on a world concert tour”
<BREAK THE SILENCE: THE MOVIE>
- ‘Best Music Documentary’ at 2021 MTV Movie & TV Awards: Unscripted
- BTS 2019 World Tour Concert topped the Billboard Boxscore and marked BTS as the first Korean group to
perform at Wembley Stadium. With unprecedented access, the film travels with BTS throughout the tour,
exploring each band member behind the curtain. Off stage, we see another side of BTS.
<BRING THE SOUL: THE MOVIE> BTS 2018 World Tour Concert Documentary Film, which "Sets event
cinema record with widest ever worldwide release." Shining brighter than any light on the stage, now the
group invites us behind the spotlight. A glimpse into BTS' world away from the stage, the film features
intimate group discussions alongside spectacular concert performances from the tour.
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IN THE SOOP

Production Year 2020-2021 / Released
Eps × Min 16 × 60
Genre Reality Entertainment

"Somewhere between everyday life and leisure."
<IN THE SOOP> is reality entertainment series starring BTS and Seventeen as they go on an R&R trip
full of their taste in the 'soop' (meaning 'forest' in Korean). The program portrays their everyday life and
relaxation, away from their life as global superstars.
<IN THE SOOP : BTS> SEASON 1) In the forest surrounded by the river, BTS shares quality time with each
other, as they enjoy painting, cooking, boating, and rejuvenating during their vacation.
SEASON 2) The new season gets a major upgrade as a luxurious mansion is built exclusively for BTS - a
swimming pool, tennis court, exercise room, and a gaming room.
<IN THE SOOP : Seventeen> Inside a deep forest, Seventeen takes a real vacation. They fill out bucket
lists and enjoy cooking, pottery, auto camping, and paragliding.
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J Wonder Co., Ltd.
Website. http://jwonder.co.kr/
Add. 4F, 196, World Cup-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 303 7471 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6008 8896

J Wonder is a production company that obtains excellent storytelling capabilities, by
producing various broadcasting contents such as Korea’s disaster safety programs,
traveling programs picturing vibrant modes of life, human documentaries, and more.
J wonder continuously thrives to produce contents that fit new trends and also creates
various realistic content suitable for new media platforms. Various contents have been
produced from multi-ending drama to trendy short-form shows and VR safety education
contents to experience disaster response methods in virtual reality, and so on.
Seeking : Merchandising Agency, Distributor, Sales Agent, Production Company etc.

Cheongchunhyang Jeon

Production Year 2021
Eps × Min 5 × 30
Genre Multi-ending Drama

What would happen, if the protagonists of Chunhyang Jeon, the most famous romance classic novel reborn
in the present world? “Chunhyang is lucky, she only has to worry about love...” says Twenty-four-year-old
Chunhyang in the present day, watching Joseon romance’s happy ending. Chunhyang is a 24-year-old job
seeker who is working as a guest house staff and paying off student loans. Although her life is too different
from Chunhyang of Joseon, to pick the most 'Chunhyang-like' moment, it would be a destined encounter
with the handsome and charming Mongryong at the age of 18. Nevertheless, Mongryong suddenly leaves
for Seoul at the moment Chunhyang tries to find out Mongryong's feelings. And here comes Lee Mongryong
after six years in Namwon! Along with a young businessman 'Byun Hakdo,' Chunhyang's lifetime romance
begins to bloom! Where love became a luxury... 24-year-old Chunhyang in the present day wishes to ask
Chunhyang back then. Can I start to love again here in 'Namwon' like you?
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Korean Night_Seoul

Production Year 2020
Eps × Min 5 × 10
Genre Shortform

Seoul, Korea is the brightest city on the globe when seen from a satellite, and a city that never
sleeps.
Ever wondered what is happening in sleepless Seoul from 7 pm when people get off work to 5 am
when most people are still in bed?
From Euljiro Beer Alley, known as the hippest place in Seoul, to Noryangjin Fish Market,
Dongdaemun Wholesale Market and the K-Delivery culture that intrigues foreigners living in Korea,
here is a series of video tours of the night scenes of Seoul in the era of COVID-19, to the beat of a
theme song by San E, an iconic rapper in Korea
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Capitalism Romance

Production Year 2021
Eps × Min 6 × 10
Genre Webdrama

Since the outbreak of ‘COVID-19,’ the survival of the MZ generation is intense in the capitalist society.
Many university students are standing in front of a precarious future named a tight job market and
skyrocketing housing prices. In the present day where it is disoriented to even people who have lived in
capitalism for decades, how is are the North Korean defectors building their new lives in South Korea?
32,000 of them crossed the border to look for freedom and ideals as ‘precursors to reunification.’
However, the reunification of the two Koreas is yet far to come, and hope resides in front of the iron
railing. K-content wave that struck North Korea beyond the stiff iron border. Would ‘capitalism’ that they
encountered earlier with K-pop and K-drama still taste like a handmade dalgona? Campus life amid
K-capitalism will reveal it with a bit of thrill and chills. University students who conceal their identity as
North Korean defectors, Nara and Jinwoo’s play-hard-to-get romance story!
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KBS Media
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr/
Add. 45, Maebongsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8136 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6939 8139 / E-mail. yjlee@kbsmedia.co.kr

Founded in 1991, KBS Media has been leading content distribution, reaching the highest
sales record in Korea through the domestic and international distribution of TV rights and
VOD rights. KBS Media sets the stage for K-Wave by exporting the TV series <Winter
Sonata> to Japan in 2003.
KBS Media has worked as a key player in the globalization of K-Content with the sales of
TV format <Good Doctor> to America in 2017, whose remake version is making a huge
success in America, Japan, and Turkey. Expanding its boundary globally, it has been
distributing K-Content over 80 countries, including Europe, the Middle East, America, and
Africa.
Seeking : Buyer, Acquisition etc

The Law Cafe

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 16 × 70
Genre Drama

Legal & Romance drama that follows the stories of ordinary people, revolving around ‘The Law Cafe’
How nice would it be if there were a lawyer around us who would listen to legal issues that often
happen in our daily lives? : such as the noise issue between floors, the absurd increase in housing
prices by a landlord, the boss who keeps bothering me like a stalker?
Here is a lawyer who quits her job at a decent law firm out of the blue and opens a cafe. "A cup of
coffee will be enough for legal advice at this 'Law Cafe'. I will make that happen." With the price
of a cup of coffee, she gives legal advice to people who are in need. To rent a place for the cafe,
she meets a landlord who used to be a prosecutor, only to realize that he’s her old friend from
high school. Coming across each other as the tenant and the landlord, but there is more than that
between these two.
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Bad Prosecutor

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 12 × 70
Genre Drama

Crime action series about a prosecutor who chooses expediency over principle, but is always on
the side of the weak
This is a story of a prosecutor, Jin Jung, who believes that he should be above the law to deal with
the bad guys. Even though seemingly obnoxious, he sincerely helps those with nowhere else to
turn. Also, here’s an undoubtedly elite prosecutor with extensive skills and ambition, Shin A-ra.
Two of them, who are like oil and water, reluctantly team up to dismantle a solid sanctuary of vicious
authority with wealth and corrupted legal professions standing strong beside them. However, their
attempt to bring justice back to society does not seem to be easy.
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The Song We Loved,
A New Singer

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 10 × 90-110
Genre Entertainment

Rebirth of the very songs that we loved!
Songs of the 70s to 90s, that once made us happy and warm-hearted, are refashioned with a new
voice. <The Song We Loved, a New Singer> is a singing competition show where rookies reinterpret
legendary songs loved by all Koreans with their fresh voices. This new music competition can bring
a fun and fresh vibe to generations now and nostalgia and reminiscence to older generations.
How will the legendary old songs be reborn with a new voice through <The song we loved, a new
singer>?
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KT StudioGenie
Add. 06620 / 4, Seocho-daero 74-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Korea 8F
Tel. +82 (0)2 3487 5680

KT StudioGenie is a K-IP content studio, a subsidiary wholly owned by KT, the No.1 market
holder in Telecommunications and Media Business in Korea.
KT StudioGenie intends to build a brand new IP business model bringing a competitive
edge using the knowledge and extensive library of K-content in its possession, allowing for
the seamless collaboration between K-creators and overseas partners.
Our plan is to continually search for fresh and compelling stories to share our values that
will expedite expansion with our global partners and reach international audiences.
KT StudioGenie is devoted partner, and we have a highest bar for the quality of our work
product that will set us apart from the rest.
Seeking : Co-Production, Publisher

Extraordinary Attorney Woo

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 16 × 60
Genre Drama

Brilliant attorney Woo Young-woo tackles challenges in the courtroom and beyond as a newbie at
a top law firm and a woman on the autism spectrum.
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Good Job

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 12 × 70
Genre Romantic-Comedy

CEO of EunkangGroup during the day and detective by night, Sun-woo teams up with Don Sera,
who boasts supernatural vision, to investigate and solve crimes that the law can’t.
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GAUSS Electronics

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 12 × 45
Genre Sitcom

The Marketing 3 Team within the global conglomerate Gauss Electronics – is a team of losers,
content with doing not too much.
Even then, office life is hard, as co-workers work towards respective goals by fighting, healing and
loving in the process.
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MBC (Munhwa Broadcasting Corp.)
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr
Add. 267 Seongam-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea 03925
Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3716 / Fax. +82 (0)2 789 3983
E-mail. jean99@mbc.co.kr / junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

MBC is a public broadcasting corporation established in 1961. Through the decades, MBC
has grown into a media group with 16 local stations and 8 subsidiaries. MBC operates a
total number of 18 channels including 1 terrestrial TV channel, 3 radio channels, 5 cable
channels, 5 satellite channels and 4 DMB channels.
MBC produces programs that inform, entertain and impress viewers. MBC makes efforts to
communicate and respond to its audiences. Pursuing audience-first approaches, fairness,
public interests and creativity, MBC aims to be the most competitive global media group
in the 21st century. MBC’s content is well received not just in Korea but also in Asia and
rest of the globe.
Seeking : Content(format&finished programme) buyers, Co-producers

Bloody Game

Production Year 2021-2022 / Complete
Eps × Min 12 × 90
Genre Entertainment

<Bloody Game> is a psychological mind game competition that portrays the story of capitalist
reality. Ten players are isolated in a luxurious mansion to play a survival game as they eliminate
one player each per episode. The show attracts the viewers by adapting an off-the-wall twist by
openly allowing all kinds of conspiracy, betrayal, lies, and slanders to the ten competitors whilst
they strive to become the sole survivor and win the prize money. The haves and have-nots are
vividly contrasted by creating a hidden basement underneath the grand mansion. A stark contrast
between the mansion and the basement evokes a hard-hitting drama.
When broadcasted in Korea, <Bloody Game> acted as the no.1 content in attracting the new
subscribers for a Korean OTT channel, WAVVE, the key investor and a partner of MBC for the
show.
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Midnight Horror Story

Production Year 2021-2022 / Complete
Eps × Min 48 × 70
Genre Entertainment

This is a horror storytelling challenge show. 3 stories are selected among strange stories collected
from the audiences, and 3 celebrity storytellers vividly deliver them with the most scary voice and
motion. Moreover, Sound effects and dramatized scenes are inserted to make the story more
lively. After the storytelling, scientists reverse the dark mood and enrich the audiences with factual
knowledge and historians add social background behind the strange stories. The scariest story
which wins the most number of virtual candles lit by remote audiences, gets the prize money of
US$666. The prize money, in fact, goes to the initial audience who sent the story to the “Horror
Story Contest”, not the celebrity storyteller. If you wish to experience the stunning world of bizarre
stories and ghost stories, this is the show to watch.
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The Forbidden Marriage Joseon’s Ban on Marriage

Production Year 2022 / Under Production
Eps × Min 12 × 70
Genre Romantic Comedy Drama

In the royal palace of Joseon, the crown princess dies. Then the crown prince gets utterly lost in
grief that he refuses to get married for 7 years thereafter, and finally proclaims a law that bans
everyone in the 8 provinces of Joseon from getting married. Ye So-rang, who calls herself the city's
greatest matchmaker, takes her grandest scheme to the king in order to save the dreary country.
This is a romantic comedy drama of young men and women that dream of falling in love regardless
of circumstances. The people that lived in the times of the no-marriage law advice those of today
to love no matter what. Ultimately, the drama speaks of the sheer joy love brings. It tells you to stop
using the various incidents in life as an excuse to ignore a fluttering heart, to stop hesitating and to
let yourself fall in love at this moment.
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PlayOnCast Corp.
Website. www.playoncast.com
Add. 14F. 416 Hangangdae-ro Jung-gu Seoul Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 511 8990 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6937 1212 / E-mail. feelgood@playoncast.com

PlayOnCast is a privately held, international content producer, distributor and new media
operator. From our production houses and co-partners around the world, we create content
for multiple genres including 4K+8K programs, dramas, factual, factual entertainment,
short-form digital series and kids programming. Our distribution business, PlayOnCast,
offers a catalogue of 2,000+ hours of content, including the largest 4K TV programs offering
on the market. PlayOnCast’s international business offers a portfolio of media brands.
Seeking : Buyers, Channel or Platform Acquisitions managers, Co-production partners

FUTURE CITY: CHERNOBYL

Production Year 2020-2022
Eps × Min 1 × 60
Genre VR∙XR∙4K Documentary

There are many documentaries and fiction movies made about Chornobyl. Most of them are
focused on the events of the incident, lost lives or exploit various myths. Video games are following
the same trail. None of them truly explore the life of today’s Chornobyl and the Zone. Our Project
4K documentary ‘Future City, Chernobyl’ on the contrary will demonstrate the true face of the Zone:
starting with local employees who are making it safer and ending up with those inhabitants who
are calling it ‘home.’ Our team does it with the help of 4K and 360-degree virtual reality shooting
technology allowing you with unprecedented interactivity and decision making on what to see and
where to explore next.
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CLASSIC LINEAGE:
PIANO FORTE

Production Year 2020-2022
Eps × Min 1 × 60
Genre 4K Documentary

Classical music has become a universal language for both eastern and western culture. It
is well known that listening to classical music provides emotional stability, almost in a stage of
the meditation, and even the flowers also become happy. What is the power of the melody that
embraces the emotions of the East and the West? The worldwide pianists take an in-depth look into
the country of Chopin. To understand the sense of Chopin’s music, Poland, and the post generation
of Korean pianists influenced by him, to understand the common sense of resentment in both
countries, and to learn about the beauty of the essence of classical music.
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The Clash & Coexistence of
Civilizations

Production Year 2022-2023
Eps × Min 2 × 60
Genre VR∙XR∙8K Documentary

The Clash and coexistence of Civilizations shows how the population explosion in Muslim countries
and the economic rise of East Asia are changing global politics. These developments challenge
Western dominance, promote opposition to supposedly “universal” Western ideals, and intensify
inter-civilization conflict over such issues as nuclear proliferation, immigration, human rights, and
democracy. The Muslim population surge has led to many small wars throughout Eurasia, and the
rise of China could lead to a global war of civilizations. This 8K documentary offers a strategy for
the West to preserve its unique culture and emphasizes the need for people everywhere to learn to
coexist in a complex, multipolar, muliticivilizational world.
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ROOT M&C Co., Ltd.
Website. www.avatarsinger.com
Add. 04003 / 30-3, Donggyo-ro 13-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea ROOT M&C Co., Ltd.
Tel. +82 (0)2 332 2630 / E-mail. cineastekim@gmail.com

We plan and produce new immersive content.
By fusing new virtual production technology and creative storytelling, we are striving to
create content suitable for not only broadcasting but also new media in new areas and
impress the public.
We are conducting VR (Virtual Reality) production and LBE (Location Based Entertainment)
business in Seoul and Jakarta. We also collaborate with VA Corp, Asia's largest virtual
studio operator, to provide one-stop services including virtual production know-how and
technology transfer, technical collaboration and IP consulting to ASEAN countries.
Seeking : Invester, Co-production, Publishing Agency

Avatar Singer

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 15 × 60
Genre Music entertainment

[Program Introduction]
Forget singers in the real world!
Artists who have transformed into avatars in the Metaverse compete.
The best artists log into the Metaverse world!
It transcends their musical limits and impresses the audience.
[Characteristics : High quality music show & Live interview]
The avatar, realized in augmented reality with attractive voices and performances that excites
viewers, presents the best music show to the audience. And live interview using real time animation
amplifies the curiosity about the real artist behind the avatar and adds a sense of realism.
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skyTV
Website. https://ena.skylifetv.co.kr/
Add. 3F, 4F, 5F, 25, World Cup buk-ro 54-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 2146 0700 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2146 0704 / E-mail. help@skylifetv.co.kr

skyTV first launched with skyHD in 2003, pioneering the 24-hour broadcasting era in
Korea. So far, it is the world's first broadcaster to launch 3D and UHD channels and leads
broadcast technology in Korea.
skyTV is a representative MPP in Korea that operates 12 channels including ENA, ENA
PLAY, ENA DRAMA, and ENA STORY.
skyTV plans and produces various original programs with fresh ideas and gripping stories
to provide viewers with quality content.
Seeking : CO-production, Purchase, Publisher, OTT

I am SOLO

Production Year 2022(on going)
Eps × Min 78 × 80
Genre Reality

A realist dating program where single men and women who desperately want to get married gather
and struggle to find love.
You can see the complicated and subtle love stories of men and women who become more honest
in front of love.
And you can enjoy the beauty of reasoning various love line and follow emotion.
The real romance for the solo escape of young men and women begins now.
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Here’s a talk show for real couples where ‘erotic’ has gone and only ‘problems’ have been left in
their marriages.
Even more dramatic than any other dramas!
The secret world of real couples reveals now.
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We Play S1, S2

Production Year 2020
Eps × Min S1 : 12 × 70,
S2 : 12 × 70
Genre Entertainment


Doomed Marriage

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 25 × 70
Genre Drama

You must turn your back to the past and clean up your past mistakes!
The Quest of gifted Choir in the World of Virtual Games
In the past, this tragic and gifted choir that accidentally ate a mysterious egg that has a huge secret!
It has opened up a world that should not be opened.
Thousands of years later, an 'unknown door' opened to turn back the clock and summoned six
people!
Find the "unknown door" and turn back the time until you eat the egg!
Six members of the gifted choir will be performing to clean up their past mistakes.
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SLL (SLL Joongang Co., Ltd.)
Website. www.sll.co.kr
Add. 14F, JTBC BLDG, 48-6 Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 2031 8050 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2031 8043 / E-mail. jtbcworldwide@jtbc.co.kr

Long Live the Story
SLL is a collective of people who create stories.
SLL took the first step towards becoming a global studio by changing its name from JTBC
Studios to SLL in 2022. As a multi-dimensional studio covering all aspects of the content
business from development to production, investments and distribution, we are expanding
our reach to audience worldwide through powerful content. We have produced mega-hit
shows such as SKY CASTLE, THE WORLD OF THE MARRIED and ITAEWON CLASS
as well as OTT series including HELLBOUND and ALL OF US ARE DEAD that captured
the global audiences’ attention.
Seeking : Finished Contents/ Format Buyers, Co-production Partnership

Green Mothers' Club

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 16 × 70
Genre Scripted, Drama
Network JTBC


The hidden secrets and desires of these helicopter mothers begin to unveil
An elite community with competitive schools and helicopter mothers is stirred up with the
introduction of a newcomer EUNPYO. A working mom to two sons, EUNPYO shows a pessimistic
attitude towards the obsession in children’s’ education in the neighborhood and soon finds herself
isolated from the inner circle of the school moms. She couldn't care less about joining the inner
circle, but somehow keeps finding herself at the center of the attention as the competition, envy and
secrets amongst the moms tangle and unravel.

Green Mothers’ Club (2022)
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Singing Seniors

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 11 × 100
Genre Non-Scripted, Music
Network JTBC

Veteran actors are ready to pour their hearts out in the search for the perfect harmony.
Music has the power to touch our hearts and heal our souls. In the midst of realigning their life
goals, 15 veteran actors join together to form a choir with only one purpose - sing. There is no
elimination, no winners or losers in this show; all they need to do is sing. The actors will receive
professional vocal training throughout their journey and prepare to perform their final performance
in front of hundreds of people.
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The Good Detective 2

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 16 × 70
Genre Scripted, Crime
Network JTBC

The good detectives of West Incheon Police Station are back!
Veteran detective DOCHANG and his partner JIHYUK are back to fight for justice in the sequel of
the hit series “The Good Detective”. While investigating a petty theft crime, they arrested the thief
at the scene of crime but released him without charge considering him being a first time offender
– it was too late when the thief became the prime suspect of a brutal murder that happened at the
same scene of crime. As the two detectives search for more leads, they realize that not only was
the thief not the murderer, but that someone with power and money was behind this case. Will they
be able to protect the innocents against the threats of the corrupted rich and powerful?
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SOMETHING SPECIAL
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr
Add. 583, Yangcheon-ro, Gangseo-gu, Seoul, Korea 1705, A Bldg. Woorim BlueNine Biz Center
Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7462 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2093 7464
E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr, praise.shin@sspecial.co.kr

SOMETHING SPECIAL is Korea’s first ever, TV Format specialized, creativity based global
content development, production and distribution business operator.
“We CONNECT and CREATE”
SOMETHING SPECIAL is distinguished of its two-sided mission, as Creator and Distributor of
original content. First, we CONNECT Korean creators, production companies, business operators
with international content players and partners. Second, we CREATE original content in order to
drive Korean creativity into international premium content. Within these two roles of SOMETHING
SPECIAL, we combine our core competency of Development, Production, Distribution, and
Commerce business, in order to become the leading Korean Wave Content Powerhouse.
Seeking : Studios, Broadcasters, Production Company, Network, Acquisition Personnel,
Producer & Creators


Survival Hunt
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Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 26 × 30
Genre Reality Survival Competition

A brand-new reality survival game show, that will win the heart of those who are nostalgic for the
original survival game shows. In “Survival Hunt”, there will be two opposing groups- meaning 2 groups
of 5 people with the same background will participate in this 10-day survival game, in a limited space
in the forest. After 10 days, the team with the most people survived wins and receives the prize money.
Viewers can see and compare the two different survival strategies of those opposing groups.
On day 1, participants are given 100 seconds to choose 3 items for survival. After that, you will be
moved to a shelter of your team. Each team may go outside of their shelter to ‘hunt’ for the daily
supplies. Just as they were seeking the supplies, a hidden ‘Tagger’ is circulating as a risk factor outside
the shelter during active hours. The participants must hunt for their daily supplies, and yet they were
the ones being hunted. If your teammate is in danger, you can rescue or not. BUT remember, the most
people remaining in the team wins!
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Smashed Hits

Production Year Paper Format
Eps × Min 8 × 50
Genre Music Show

In SMASHED HITS, contestants compete to identify popular songs that have been mixed and
creatively reinvented so they’re barely recognizable. The biggest names in music make guest
appearances to join the fun by performing other artists’ hits in surprising ways. In SMASHED HITS,
MUSIC WILL NEVER SOUND the SAME!
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Still Alive

Production Year 2021
Eps × Min 2 × 60
Genre Reality Entertainment

10 contestants from various backgrounds have been invited to a secret mansion. But not long after,
these invitees discover they are invited to participate in a mysterious game. Only one simple rule
for this game is - “never do what the rule says.” The contestants who fail to follow this rule will be
dead (eliminated)! The problem is that no one will tell them what the Rule is. They must figure out
the rule themselves by collecting dying messages and obtaining clues from the challenges. For the
next 48 hours, only the ones who can evade the death rules until the end to remain alive will win a
huge prize. Are you ‘STILL ALIVE’?
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TRA Media
Website. http://tramedia.co.kr/
Add. 402 Hakdong-ro Suite 804, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 549 9057 / Fax. +82 (0)2 549 9054 / E-mail. pr-2018@naver.com

TRA Media is a broadcasting company to operate three pay TV channels; SmileTV
plus(entertainment), TVAsia plus(drama) and Weetv(education). TRA Media has produced
tens of original program per year and distributed quality content in domestic and foreign
markets. With rich experience of content marketing and promotion, TRA Media has
collaborated on many projects with public institutions including foreign embassies in Korea.
Seeking : Content distributors, TV channel operators, OTT platforms etc.

Rail-road

Production Year S
 eason 1 : 2021
Season 2 : 2022
Eps × Min 13 × 60
Genre Travelogue

The one and only railway-travelogue in Korea! Supported by Korail, state–owned company to
manage railways transportation in Korea, this program takes viewers to different regions in Korea.
Let’s find hidden charm of famous tourist attractions throughout the country by taking a train; Daecheon, one of the most popular vacation destinations in summertime; Gong-ju, one of the historic
capitals in Korea with rich ancient remains, and many other cities to go. Just being on a train, you
can get away from the hustle and bustle of a big city. Eat the local specialties, meet the sweet
people and have the time of your life!
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Production Year Season 1 : 2020
Season 2 : 2022
Eps × Min 13 × 30
Genre Edutainment

Shazam! Time Machine

Back to the past with Time Machine and look into the childhood of the most famous people in
history of Korea! Let’s meet little Sejong the Great, who is the most respected king by Koreans,
Jang Yoengsil, who is a genius scientist in the Joseon Dynasty, Kim Simin, who is a general who
saved the country from Japanese invasion in the Joseon Dynasty, and other great figures. The
show is played by young talented kids, even foreigners can learn Korean history just watching this
program along with a short but fascinating lecture by a star history teacher Eun Dongjin for each
episode.
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Imagine my Life, Song of Book

Production Year 2020
Eps × Min 20 × 60
Genre Entertainment

Do you have a book to console you when your life gets tough?
Korean celebrities talk about a book which change their life and share their story with viewers. They
read the favorite part or phrase from the book aloud and explain how it touched their heart. People
can understand that everyone has ups and downs in life, sympathize with a star’s life story and be
interested in reading the books.
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WEMAD Co., Ltd.
Add. #1526, Sangam DMC PrugioCity, 1596Sangam-dong, Mapo-gu, Seoul
Tel. +82 (0)2 303 0612
E-mail. bangnim2000@naver.com

WEMAD aims for "WE MAKE DREAM" and "WE MAKE DRAMA".
We are an all-round entertainment company whose main business is producing contents
such as dramas and movies.
WEMAD is a group of content experts with over 15 years experience. We aims to contribute
to the formation of creative pop culture based on a systematic system for the development
of cultural content development, So we were established in June 2019 to continuously
provide the above content and provide the best service.
In the rapidly changing 4th industrial era, WEMAD will become an international coproduction company that specializes in K- romance series that can become the center of
the domestic and foreign cultural content industry through competitive systems, creative
content, and various creative content marketing projects. Thank you.
Seeking : Co-production, Investor, Distributor etc.

Love Space –
The other world

Production Year B
 roadcast prearranged for
2 quarter of 2024
Eps × Min 16 × 70
Genre Romance, Fantasy

Logline
‘As the Door opens, my forever-dreamed love will start!’
Synopsis
Person next to me, can he/she be my destiny? Will us be together forever? Maybe that person who
just passed by could have been my destiny! Once in a while, we all wonder, ‘where is my true love?’
This story starts from this question.
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Production Year Broadcast prearranged for
3-4 quarter of 2024
Eps × Min 10 × 70
Genre Melodrama , Action


Production Year Broadcast prearranged for
3 quarter of 2023
Eps × Min 12 × 70
Genre Romance, Comedy, Action


Realy? Realy? Mafia?
(RRM)

The Well of Butchhanan

Logline
A Webtoon Writer Matilda, who tries to turn a Lazy Mafia into Sexy Leon.

Logline
Rhapsody of Real Desire, Fake Life, and Crazy Love on the 90’s fake market in Korea.

Synopsis
Unmotivated Mafia ‘Seppae’ and Passionate Webtoon writer ‘Jihoo’ falling in love at “the temple”.

Synosis
Beauty who had to choose to be erotic actor over real actor, uses the obsession of a genius luxury
repairman who would have been happy if he did not know love, to win desperate success.
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YOON&COMPANY INC.
Website. www.yoonncompany.com
Add. 07548 / 3, Hwagok-ro 68-gil, Gangseo-gu, Seoul, Korea #1009
Tel. +82 (0)2 3152 8600 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3152 8601 / E-mail. paulhankr@yoonncompany.com

Yoon and Company Inc. was established in September 2016 by Yoon Jong-Ho who was
the formal CEO of Everyshow Inc. As a multimedia entertainment company, Yoon and
Company Inc. is creating a co-production drama with Taiwan as well as producing and
licensing TV drama series, variety shows and library content with an active international
distribution. We are expanding our networks through various businesses and mature and
immature markets that have not been developed. Yoon and Company Inc. is constantly
discovering and supporting talented artists, working with writers and producers for
developing creative items to flourish the business in the pop culture and arts industry.
Seeking : Co-Production, Buyer, Publisher

Bubble Up

Production Year 2021
Eps × Min 10 × 12
Genre Romantic Comedy

Off to college after high school. This is the ideal path for Korean students. Instead, Ha Young makes
her own path rather than to live up to society's expectations. She starts working at a famous online
video streaming platform, "Bubble TV". First day at work, she confronts the devilish boss. During
the day she works at the office plus she has to broadcast on her channel 'Bubble Teen'. How will
she balance the the work loads? Will she be able to handle the harsh reality?
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Peach Of Time

Production Year 2021
Eps × Min 10 × 30
Genre BL

Peach of Time is a BL (boys love) drama about 'Yoon-oh', who died and became a ghost, and
'Peach', who wishes to send Yoon-Oh to heaven. Transcending the borders and even life and
death, the two will slowly realize their feelings for each other as they uncover the truth about Yoon
Oh's death.
*Korea and Thailand Co-Produced drama.
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Andante of Love

Production Year 2022
Eps × Min 12 × 30
Genre Fantasy, Romantic Comedy

Ahead of the 70th anniversary of the Korean War, South Korea, the United States, North Korea,
and the UN are implementing the 'DMZ Peace Zone Goseong UN Peace Village' project to test the
possibility of peaceful reunification.
A romantic comedy of a Pianist man from South Korea and a doctor of pharmacy woman from
North Korea who unexpectedly live together in the Goseong UN Peace Village.
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| ANIMATION |

ANYZAC Co., Ltd.
Website. www.anyzac.com
Add. 4F, 5F Shinhwa B/D, 10, 20na-gil, Toegye-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 780 1382 / Fax. +82 (0)2 780 1382 / E-mail. rusact@anyzac.com

Anyzac is a dynamic production constantly creating and producing content and doing the brand
building. It is a place where creative, valuable, and commercial artwork is made. To maintain
this quality, Anyzac not only develops techniques but also grows together with skills, people,
and content. The company plans content that can be acceptable and fresh in the various target
markets and develops differentiated and attractive characters taking advantage of 2D and 3D CGI.
Also, we come up with new media (Meta-verse, NFT, etc.) content in a quickly changing online/
mobile. Key employees who have worked in global projects plan and produce unique and original
animations based on its production techniques so that involved in various character businesses
such as merchandising and licensing. With its excellent planning capability and originality, Anyzac
has created various genres of animation including ZOMBIE DUMB, TIME TRAVELER LUKE,
and iN:APP through its own production and global partnership, thereby having know-how.
Seeking : Media, Co-investor, Co-production, Publisher

ZOMBIEDUMB
SEASON 3

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 52 × 3.5
Genre Slapstick Comedy

A LITTLE WITCH'S HEART STARTS BEATING AGAIN!
Winky, is a lonely witch who likes flowers but was born with a curse that if she touched the flowers
withered to death.
Winky, who wants to gain life, thinks that if she steals the heart of the only human, HANA, she will
also be able to gain warm life. Winky trying to catch HANA! However, with the help of Zombiedumbs
and HANA's wit, Winky's operation fails over and over again. One day, Winky finds Hana watering
the flowers in the flowerpot and is surprised with flower buds popping and blooming up! Seeing
such a wonderful sight, Winky decides to befriend Hana and her friend Zombiedumbs instead of
stealing Hana's heart. Indeed, Winky can be a friend with Hana and Zombiedumbs?
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iN:APP

Production Year 2021 / Completed
Eps × Min 56 × 7
Genre Action Fantasy Comedy Sci-fi

24/7, WE KEEP THE SMART DIGITAL WORLD SAFE! JACKIE and ROBIN! THE TWO COP'S
STRUGGLING LIFE!
The smart digital world that keeps running while we don’t use smart devices. The Command Center
is still busy and monitoring whether the world is okay. It’s the Center that makes all applications
on the device work without any failures. New cops Jackie and Robin are dispatched to the smart
digital world whenever applications have problems. Sometimes, they handle troubles in their ways
but other times they work together to sort them out. Jackie who acts out on data and manual, and
Robin on his instinct and intuitions, start their duties to keep the smart digital world safe.
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Time Traveler LUKE

Production Year 2020 / Completed
Eps × Min 52 × 11 or 10 × 60
Genre Advenrture, Action, Fantasy

A SPECTACULAR ACTION ADVENTURE TAKING A TIME JOURNEY ON THE ELEAVATOR
AND VISITING HERITAGE SITES AROUND THE WORLD!
‘Hotel Starz’ where travelers across the world share their adventures, and various history and
relics exist together. Paul, the founder of the Hotel, is a time traveler who takes the elevator hidden
behind the bookshelf in his study and travels into the past to keep and preserve historical places in
danger of disappearing. Luke, Paul’s grandson who knows the presence of the elevator, is destined
to protect the disappearing relics and seek out his missing grandfather.
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Arimoa Co., Ltd.
Website. www.arimoa.com
Add. HQ : 3F, Wow-Building(Geoje-dong), 7, Beobwonnam-ro 10 beon-gil, Yeonje-gu,
Busan, 47511, KOREA


Branch Office : #410(Startup Campus 3), 20 Pangyo-ro 289beon-gil, Bundang-gu,
Seognam-si Gyeonggi-do, 13488 , Korea


Tel. +82 (0)70 8666 6433 / Fax. +82 (0)51 980 7810 / E-mail. youngsoo@arimoa.com

“For Every Imagination, There is Marketing.”
The World-Leading Animation Production and Marketing Company.
At ARIMOA, our aim is to inspire children and adults with hopes and dreams through
distinguished storytelling. Backed by the years of experience in visual effects and global
understanding, we offer the highest-quality animation focusing on movies and TV series.
Seeking : Buyer (TV, OTT, Distributor, License agent)

ChiChi PingPing Fantasy Adventure

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 104 × 11
Genre Fantasy Adventure

“ChiChi PingPing Fantasy Adventure” is an animated fantasy-adventure series based on the
classic novel, “Around the World in 80 Days”. The series involves exciting stories of ChiChi, Ping
Ping and their friends traveling around the fantasy world to win the World Adventure Tournament
and unexpected events that follow along the way. It is an animation series with a mix of fantasy,
adventure and action that helps children learn to become global leaders by encouraging creativity
and imagination. By presenting a group of friends who travel to unknown places, meet diverse
people and face new challenges, it is packed with a wide range of values and friendship among
the characters.
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ChiChi PingPing
Nursery Rhymes Series

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 41 × 2~3
Genre Education (Nursery Rhymes)

‘ChiChi PingPing Nursery Rhymes’ is nursery rhymes albums about animals, Dinos and Cars etc.
based on the characters from the animated series ‘ChiChi PingPing’. Especially, Songs we already
know join together with adorable animals and ChiChi PingPing characters to create catchy rhymes
for children. The videos with real animals and 2D characters will bring home the fun for children as
well as for moms and dads.
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ChiChi PingPing Friends

Production Year 2022 / In progress
Eps × Min 13 × 12
Genre Education (Dance along show)

A world where everything in the world becomes a dance!
In the process of experiencing and playing with children's favorite subjects such as animals,
dinosaurs, and occupations, our own unique dance show is created. A new concept of rhythm
animation that makes your body healthy as you play freely with ChiChi PingPing Friends and let
your imagination run wild.
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Campfire Aniworks Co., Ltd.
Website. www.campfireani.com
Add. 6F, 13, Yeonnam-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 6013 5677 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6081 5677 / E-mail. campfire4524@hanmail.net



Campfire Aniworks (CFA) is a company that creates a culture which is the whole family
can enjoy together through content. It is a content company established in 2017 led by the
founding members of Olive Studio, which made Cocomong. Campfire Aniworks has united
its key personnel who produced Cocomong, Pororo, and Tayo for global success based
on their experience. Campfire Aniworks is a young company that is creating content that
combines workability and business feasibility in the global market.
Seeking : Investor, Co-production, Pre-sale

The Bigfoots

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 26 × 11
Genre Family sitcom

A mysterious adventure of the dinosaur family!
The Bigfoot Family, the last dinosaur family of this era, lives on a chaotic island floating alone in the
far sea. Bigfoot families are different in appearance and personality, but they always live happily and
harmoniously. There is the troublemaker little dinosaur Poppu, the cute follower baby dinosaur Ppippu,
the cheerful genius inventor mother dinosaur Mammamia, the coward chef father dinosaur Papatuk,
the forgetful grandmother dinosaur Granny, the old grandfather dinosaur Oldfoot who is good at old
stories, and the music-loving uncle dinosaur Unclerock. The Bigfoot family goes on an adventure
through a magical volcano, riding an eggshell that transforms itself into a variety of rides. Underground
exploration today, underwater exploration tomorrow! Magic Volcano in the middle of a chaotic island is
an amazing space-moving device that takes Bigfoot's family everywhere.
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Rainbow Bubblegem

Production Year 2023 / In progress
Eps × Min 52 × 11
Genre The magical adventures

Production Year 2023 / In progress
Eps × Min 52 × 5
Genre Edutainment

An amazing adventure in daily life using five senses with baby animals!
An informative and educational content to learn about objects through a game familiar to toddler,
hide-and-seek! A tiny daily adventure of pink bunny Eaya who hears cheerful sound well, glutton
puppy Coco who smells tasty food well, and shy baby eagle Looka who can see in a long distance
well begins. Mr. Sunglasses who can appear whenever, wherever and in any forms to make the
adventure of children even more amazing! Find Mr. Sunglass with baby animals and go on a
pleasant expedition of feeling and experiencing amusing objects and spaces with five senses!



The land school challenge of lovely mermaid princesses in the sea! Purple, the mermaid in the sea
kingdom, secretly goes on a land tour and is in danger of revealing its identity to humans. At the moment
Purple asks for help to the sleeping bubblegem's, Guardian Fairy. The guardian of bubblegem transforms
Purple into a human being. However, due to the excessive use of magic, bubblegem was cut into pieces
and scattered on land. Whitegold, the queen who rules the sea, orders the seven mermaid princesses
who live in the sea kingdom to attend schools on land and collect all the scattered bubblegem. Meanwhile,
deep under the sea, a sea witch takes advantage of this opportunity to send her men to land to take away
the bubblegem. Can seven mermaid princesses who grew up only under the sea apply well to school life
on land? And can they defeat the sea witch's obstruction and collect all the scattered bubblegem? The
rainbow-colored exciting adventure of the seven princesses begins!

Hello Mr. Sunglass
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Chungdahm Media, Inc.
Website. https://cereels.com
Add. BSTower 6F, 162, Gwangnaru-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Korea 04791
Tel. +82 (0)2 6078 6109 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6078 6199
E-mail. business@chungdahmmedia.com

Chungdahm Media Inc., is a series B startup that was founded in October 2019 with $11.7
million in total funding. We work with various independent musicians, artists, and studios
around the world to create a much more varied and inclusive series of content called
CeREELs that we hope will resonate with the younger generations. Using CeREELs IPs,
we do and plan to do various licensing businesses such as publishing, music, NFT, and
metaverse with major global companies.
Seeking : Acquisition, Investor, Distributor and Co-production Partner

CeREELs

Production Year 2020 / In Production
Eps × Min 295 × 3
Genre Comedy, Drama, Fantasy, Mystery,
Adventure and etc


We have started CeREELs YouTube channel on April 2020 and currently reached 198K subscribers
and 70M views. The ‘Ella Gator’ series is expected to be the first successful IP of the <CeREELs>
with a cumulative 45M views. CeREELs has 37 IPs, 116 series, 295 episodes and distributed on
various channels and platforms in China, Europe, America and Asia. CeREELs OST is on almost
40 platforms such as Apple Music, Spotify, Genie Music, Melon, and etc. Also Scholastic, the
world's largest publisher and distributor of children's books will publish CeREELs books throughout
16 countries by the end of 2022.
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Ella Gator

Production Year 2020 / In production
Eps × Min 33 × 3
Genre Comedy, Adventure, Drama

Meet Ella Gator! Ella was adopted into a loving family of alligators. But as she grows up, she starts
to realize that she’s...different. Will Ella discover her true identity? Ella sets out on a journey to found
out who she truly is. However, she faces difficulty in finding a place where she can fit in. How far will
she go to find a place to call home?
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The Adventure of Odie

Production Year 2020 / In production
Eps × Min 28 × 3
Genre Comedy, Adventure

Odie’s journey home after a long day of school is continually delayed and detoured. And she needs
to get home before her annoying cousins eat all her favorite snacks! Will she make it home before
her snacks are all gone? Odie continues her journey home, while her sister Taemi awaits her return
and holding off their cousins from finding all their hidden snacks. As the path for Odie gets more
dangerous, she loses her friends along the way and gets stuck at an old neighbor’s house. In the
end, the cousins have finally found the snacks and Taemi desperately needs Odie’s help to stop
them from eating everything!
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Cocktail Media Corp.
Website. www.cocktailmedia.co.kr
Add. RM401, Digital-ro 243, Guro-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 7500 0397 / Fax. +82 (0)70 7500 0402
E-mail. cocktailmedia@cocktailmedia.co.kr

Since being established in 2014, Cocktail Media has accumulated its reputation in both
global and domestic markets by producing CJ ENM's Smash-hit animated series The
Haunted House.
Cocktail Media launched its original animated series Bugsbot in 2019, and the series
achieved great performances, including the 1st view rating rank and the 2nd rank in Korean
toy sales in 2019.
The studio has structured a hybrid production pipeline that combines 2D and 3D technology
with game engines. Bugsbot G is the 1st TV series animation produced with Unity in Korea.
Now, Cocktail Media is producing a globally hit webtoon True Beauty's animation production
and global IPs' webtoon adaptations.
Seeking : Broadcasters, Streaming platforms, Distributors

Bugsbot Ignition

Production Year 2019 / Completed
Eps × Min 26 × 22
Genre Action, Fantasy

"Be a buddy with Bugsbot and save the forests!"
One day, an unknown virus spreads in the forest. The Rhino Beetles, which seek to heal the forest,
and the Stag Beetles, which desire to burn the forest to ashes, clash in a war. To win the war, the
Beetles make Bugs-Buddy contracts with humans.
They battle in Bugs Bot duels with their buddies by using coins from the crystallized "Echora," the
forest's energy.
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Bugsbot G

Production Year 2020 / Completed
Eps × Min 15 × 4
Genre Action,Fantasy

A hit animation <Bugsbot Ignition>'s spin-off animation
Humans facing the apocalypse invent a launcher with an insect world's energy to survive
themselves. And they start to train Bugsbot masters using this launcher in the special academy
'Grand Bugschool.' The story begins when a protagonist, Siwoo, dives into a tournament to enroll
in Grand Bugschool.
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COMICCITY Co., Ltd.
Website. www.comiccity.co.kr
Add. 135, 1F, 54, Changeop-ro, Sujeong-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 4423 4774 / Fax. +82 (0)50 4722 4770 / E-mail. jin@comiccity.kr

Introducing COMICCITY, a city full of fun content and characters. COMICCITY was
established in 2019 as a Korean animation company producing global kids edutainment
content. Founder Yoojin Lee and her team who worked and participated of Pororo, Robocar
Poli, and Kakao friends.
We've been making new IP ‘JOODYSSEY',‘DANCING WITH JOODY' with best creative
team in animation & television. In particular, Joodyssey is currently airing on Cartoon
Network Korea after a KBS broadcast.
Seeking : Broadcaster, Distributor, OTT platform, Investor, Licensee, Publisher

JOODYSSEY

Production Year 2021-2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 26 × 12
Genre Comic, Adventure, Education

New interactive animation series ‘Joodyssey'. Take an exciting and fantastic fairy tale Odyssey
with Joody.
In a small town lived a curious girl named ‘Joody’ who loved to read. While on her way to the
library to read the next book, Joody helps a little girl in trouble and gets a magical clock ‘Turnwatch’.
Meanwhile, Prince ‘Rody’ of the Lemon Kingdom and his friend ‘Moongchi’ arrive at the Raspberry
Library to unseal the mysterious magic book, but meet a mysterious thief ‘Wolf’ who is aiming for the
magic book, and the book is stolen. With Joody's help, she finds the magic book again, and Joody's
turnwatch responds, opening the sealed magic book. Joody and her friends are sucked into the
magic book and begin their adventure as the protagonists of the story of <Red Riding Hood>, but
they run into danger when they meet Wolf, who has entered the magic book together.
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DANCING WITH JOODY

Production Year 2022 / Pre-production
Eps × Min 20 × 5
Genre Kids, Dance&Music

When you dance, magic happens. Let's all dance with Joody.
Magical dance miracle, Dancing with Joody!
“Help me~!” Ask for help when you have a difficult and difficult situation, Joody and her friends
dance in front of those in need. Dance with Joody and solve problems! Even the fun of learning
various choreography for each dancer!
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Devsisters Corp.
Website. www.devsisters.com/en
Add. 327, Dosan-daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 2148 0750 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2248 0584 / E-mail. hyeyeon.kim@devsisters.com

Devsisters is the proud creator of the Cookie Run universe of games where all players can
join together in the power of play, pursue new adventures, and feel part of the community.
Over the last 12 years, with over 180 million game downloads worldwide, Devsisters'
games and Cookie characters have become well-known and loved by players with a
dedicated community that continues to grow, year over year.
Devsisters is an internationally operating game developer headquartered in Seoul, South
Korea, with offices in Japan, Taiwan, and San Mateo, California. Devsisters Corp. is traded
on the Korean Stock Exchange.
With the global success of Cookie Run games, we are aiming to expand Cookie Run IP
worldwide.
Seeking : Broadcaster, OTT Streamer, Co-production, etc.

Cookie Run:
The Animated Series (WT)

Production Year 2023 / Pre-production
Eps × Min Season 1 : 13 × 22
Season 2 : 13 × 22
Genre Comedy, Action, Fantasy


Keep Crispy, Be Brave!
Let’s Immerse Into the Sweet-overdose Lives of Lovable Cookies
Somewhere in this world, there is a tiny kingdom established by ‘Cookies’.
Although it might seem very small and insignificant to you, if you look closely into their lives, you
can find them living their lives to the fullest with laughter and tears...and some troubles of course!
‘Ginger Brave’ who longs for freedom and adventure,
‘Wizard Cookie’ who is cynical but is filled with passion for knowledge,
And ‘Strawberry Cookie’ who is timid but warm-hearted!
Let’s unveil the real lives of our lovable Cookie friends and their secret place!
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Dream Factory Studio
Website. www.dreamfactorystudio.co.kr
Add. 2F/3F, Sewha Building Samsung-ro 524, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 6203 1843 / E-mail. kunyhong@dreamfactorystudio.co.kr

Dream Factory Studio is one of the best CGI animation & creative content studio in Korea.
Under the vision of “Let’s make the world DREAM” Dream Factory Studio was established
in 2014.
CEO Hee Dong Kim is well-known 1st generation member of Korean CGI industry.
He has accumulated his expertise and experiences throughout global network, planning,
directing and management. Also, those expert members in content media field were
gathered up as a team with the same goal. Therefore, now we Dream Factory Studio
became one of the outstanding CGI company in Korea.
Dream Factory Studio’s first IP “Zelly Go”series animation has successfully launched in
Korea and abroad. We are keep developing it’s IP and also creating NEW IPs to make our
audience get inspired by our projects.
Seeking : Co-Production, Distributors, Channel Owners, OTT, Licensing, etc

Pong Pong Dino

Production Year 2021 / S1 Completed / S2 In progress
Eps × Min 52 × 7
Genre Edutainment

Here 5 kids living in a fantastical gigantic food world, is about to start a venture.
Where veggies, fruits, breads, snacks, jellies and chocolates appear magically with exaggerated
proportions. Making kids instinctively not only bite and rip, but also to roll over and bounce on it to
just have fun. Swimming in enormous size of water-melon, bouncing up and down the mushroom
trampoline using juicy lemons as water-guns, jump roping with stretchy cheese.
Dinosaur kids “Pong Pong Dino” explore foods in their own way using five sences and creative
mindsets. Learning and growing through out the fun-fun play time.
Without even knowing or intending it, kids get to learn moral lessons and build up wisdoms and
strength during the play. And by that, “Pong Pong Dino” kids grow by all means mentally and
physically.
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CABEON

Production Year 2023 / In progress
Eps × Min 52 × 11
Genre Comic Action

Long ago, countless fragments of light fell to Earth.
“CABEON” the card monster, a creature with superpowers combined with various animals and
plants appears. When people see “CABEON” for the first, they felt surprise and fear.
However, people get to know that “CABEON” is an animal-like monster that does not distinguish
between good and evil. Since then, people get to live naturally with those “CABEON”
As the “Black Mask Team” appear to conquer the world with Dark Evil Monster that has turned
out dark from innocent card monsters. But evil begets heroes, those Card masters who can
communicate with and control Card Monsters appear and fight against Black Mask Team.
Journey to be coming the best CARD MASTER!
Would WOOJU & KURI be the best Card Masters to save the world?
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Jack & Wild Bunny

Production Year 2023 / In progress
Eps × Min 52 × 7
Genre Comic

In the zombie-infested apocalypse era, Jack and Bunny are wandering in an old camping car to find
out a remedy. Lexi, a rabbit in a half-zombie stage, is also riding in the car, so they need to find a
remedy before Lexi turns into a complete zombie.
In the situation of lack of food and fuel, they have to keep driving with no place to sleep, but they
have to face those zombies that suddenly jump out and attack them.
However, Jack, who is a genius yet stupid and sloppy, and Bunny, who is more action-oriented than
expected, only make the situation more and more twisted and fall into their own tricks every time.
Can they survive and find a remedy while fending off the fearsome zombie attacks?
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ICONIX
Website. www.iconix.co.kr
Add. 64, Pangyo-ro 255beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)31 8060 2864 / Fax. +82 (0)31 8060 2701 / E-mail. osh622@iconix.co.kr

ICONIX is the leading animation corporation producing globally popular IPs such as ‘Pororo
the Little Penguin’, ‘Tayo the Little Bus’, ‘Titipo Titipo the Little Train’ and so on. Based
on these IPs, ICONIX distributes local and overseas content to media partners and also
operates a wide range of character businesses consisting of Licensing, Merchandising,
Distribution, Publishing, Media, Apps, and Theme park. Our goal is to provide bright
dreams, hopes, and joys worldwide via developing the best animation works.
Seeking : Co-production / Distributor / Channel Operator / OTT platform

Tayo, the little bus Season 6

Production Year 2021 / Completed
Eps × Min 26 × 11
Genre Children and Family

Tayo and the little buses live in a city where various vehicles happily beep and honk together. The
little buses are excited as their garage adds a second floor, and they are as ready as ever to jump
into new adventures! Along with the renovated garage, Tayo meets some amazing new friends,
‘Cargo’ the plane, ‘Long’ the powerful container truck and many more fun cars! Although the little
buses face unexpected changes and incidents, such as their favorite playground breaking down
or finding a friend who is upset with his own appearance, it is okay because Tayo and his friends
will bravely venture them together. Follow Tayo as he learns and grows along with the larger world.
What adventures await in Tayo and the little buses new home and playground? Enjoy the fun
stories of Tayo and friends!
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Titipo Titipo Season 3

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 26 × 11
Genre Children and Family

Passenger train Titipo is ready to go on his first long-distance drive to Jungle Station! Conductor
Pepper is as excited as Titipo, since it is also his first time to head out. Everything seems to be
going smooth and under control until they realize some monkeys have joined them on the ride...
Meanwhile, other little trains are also ready to take an exciting new journey! High-speed train
Xingxing leaves for an express delivery service and freight train Loco takes a long-distance drive to
the desert. However, each train encounters an unexpected trouble like Titipo did. Will all the trains
be able to arrive the destination on time? Find out and meet Titipo’s friends including twin freight
trains Manny and Berny, diesel shunter Setter, and breakdown vehicles Fix and Lift!
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Go! Machinesaurus

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 10 × 5
Genre Children and Family

Tayo and the strong heavy vehicles get a quest from an unknown client, asking help for construction.
Hence, they follow the path on the map and walk through a tunnel. At the end of the tunnel, there
is... a dinosaur village! Surprisingly, their first client is the famous Tyrannosaurus,who wants to build
a safe nest for his eggs. Even though Tayo and the strong heavy vehicles are a little frightened at
first, they decide to help the dinosaur village for construction! Daddy Tyrannosaurus tells the Heavy
Machinesaurus that the dirt they use may be a little too firm for his babies... How should Tayo and
the Heavy Machinesaurus build the nest to satisfy Tyrannosaurus? Guess who the next dinosaur
client will be and guess what solution Tayo and the Heavy Machinesaurus have in mind for them!
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J Bugs Co., Ltd.
Website. https://sites.google.com/iu.edu/jbugs-co-ltd/home
Add. LC TOWER 186, Yanghwa-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)10 5531 3358 / E-mail. jbugs@luxconz.com

J bugs. Co., Ltd is the center of Korea content (Character, Animation, Illustration, and Arts).
Our field is developing character, license, distribution, animation planning and production.
In particular, animations are mainly produced in 3D animation, but they use various mixing
techniques as well as 3D. Specially, it mainly mixes 3D+Live action.
Our goal is as follows
1. To create animation more interesting.
- We are planning to make animation not just for kids but for all ages.
2. We are developing the cute character more and developing the content globally.
This is The J bugs' area of activity.
- Animation Production
- Product Licensing
- Online Licensing
- Place Development
Seeking : Co-production, Distribution, Investment

Slow Slow Sloth Neul

Production Year 2021 / In progress
Eps × Min 24 × 7
Genre Comedy

Sloths Neul who is Always slow to act, think, and learn, unlike normal friends! Armadillo Arl who is Much
Energetic and very stubborn but after all gives way to friends! And Anteater Gil who is thoughtful and loves to
read! Sloths Neul and their friends live in a lush green forest village in harmony with Nature! Most of the time
he hangs down on high trees, sleeping. One day the City has been developed so fast and imprudently. Neul
and his friends had no choice but to move to the complex city because they lost their home. To Neul, Arl, and
Gil everything in the city is weird and difficult but full of wonders. Neul and his friends fall into worry because
complicated rules took away children's freedom. Neul, Arl, and Gil find a way of pursuing happiness through
their daily lives and cheer after a great deal of trouble.
- This animation sartirizes the developement of the city.
- It shows the benefit of slowness.
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Raon

Production Year 2020 / Pre-production
Eps × Min 24 × 7
Genre Comedy

Sometimes we are in the unconscious, and there is the world that is in the unconscious. And there is
one gate connected to the unconscious world and universe. In that universe, there is Dust. They are
meant to be beautiful stars. If they can't be stars, they will become stone or nothing. There is DustA,
who always thinks about becoming a star. DustA found the gate connected to the unconscious world
and found Raon by accident. DustA gets absorbed into Raon's body who lives on Earth. Raon wakes
up, and DustA saw Earth for the first time and loves how it looks. DustA learns about the humans and
living creatures on Earth. We have three morals in this project.
1. Learning the beauty of Earth.
2. This animation describes psychological illness without exaggeration.
3. It shows we can heal psychological illness.
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MESE
Website. https://anipuppet.com/
Add. 272 Digital-ro, Guro-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 7122 9145 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2627 2475 / E-mail. hlee@anipuppet.com

MESE Co., Ltd. was established in 2004 in Seoul, Korea. We have developed our plush toy
manufacturing business with well-known domestic and global partners. We are currently
expanding our business by developing an original IP ‘Camem & Bert's Food Truck’ with
puppet-based live-action and stop-motion animation production using our original puppetry
technology.
Seeking : Broadcaster, OTT Platform, Co-production Partner

Camem & Bert’s Food Truck

Production Year 2023 / In progress
Eps × Min 52 × 5.5
Genre Educational Comedy

Camem and Bert are two cat siblings who run the cutest food truck in the world. They are assisted
by their friends in the forest. Cats cook dishes for their forest friends and they often use the dishes
to solve problems that happen in the forest with the help of Grandma's magic cookbook. Grandma’s
magic cookbook flips open by itself as they ask “What dish shall we make today?”. The book
always seems to know the perfect dish to cook. At the end everyone enjoys the dish happily!
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Moggozi Co., Ltd.
Website. www.moggozi.com
Add. (08390) 1205-ho, 288, Digital-ro, Guro-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 862 5020 / Fax. +82 (0)2 863 5020 / E-mail. contact@moggozi.com

"We [play] to move children's dreams" is our business motto, Moggozi aims to produce, and
distribute kids' IPs as comprehensive entertainment. Moggozi demonstrates competitive
and strategic content planning with the help of highly qualified experts in the production
management team. We strive to provide a flexible organizational culture to become
pioneers in creating various types of content business models.
Seeking : Broadcaster, OTT platforms, Production company, Distributor

Production Year 2021 / S1 Completed
2022 / S2 In production
Eps × Min 26 × 7(S01), 26 × 11(S02)
Genre Adventure, Fantasy


Little Dreamer GGUDA

"What can we turn into?"
"What do you want to be?"
This series follows the kids in their point of view, their naive view, their creative view, and their
warm-hearted view.
“Let’s see how their daily routine becomes a playground for the imagination.”
This is a story about 5 kids who enjoy everyday life as they want to be in a tiny beautiful island. They
can turn into a captain of a spaceship, an idol of a singer and dancer, a detective of nature, a doctor
curing all sickness, and a sports hero. In their whimsical imaginative world, they can be whatever
they want to be to solve the problem.
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Monster Studio
Website. www.monsterstudio.tv
Add. #414, 124, Chipyeong-ro, Seo-gu, Gwangju, 61950, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 4801 4250 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6956 4250
E-mail. monsterstudio@breadbarbershop.com

Monster Studio is an animation studio established in 2016 to produce
<Bread Barber Shop>. The company was founded by Ji-hwan Jung, who participated in
the production for Pororo and Tayo. The producer Hyunah Ko, participated in Lava and
Princess Sofia.
Bread Barbershop is about Mr. Bread, who is the best barber in town, does colorful
makeover show for desserts. With his assistant Wilk and cashier Choco, they create
stories people can relate.
For the first time, Bread Barbershop was broadcasted on KBS in January 2019. After the
success in Korea, it is currently broadcasted in United States, Italy, Mongolia and more.
Monster Studio is doing their best to create content that can be enjoyed by all ages in
many countries.
Seeking : Licensing Agency, Distribution Agency, TV Channel, OTT, Product Company

Bread Barbershop

Production Year 2019-2022 / Completed
Eps × Min S
 1 : 39 × 7.5, S2 : 26 × 11,
S3 : 26 × 11
Genre Comedy Sitcom

Colorful makeover show of desserts! In a world where all the characters are different kinds of food,
our hero is a slice of bread who is a master cake decorator. All the cupcakes in town come to his
barbershop to have their decorations styled.
Using his unrivalled skill and ingenuity, his makeovers transform the lives of his customers, who
come to him with all the imaginable problems a cupcake might have. And a few unimaginable ones
as well. Nothing which can’t be solved by a quick makeover... or should that be cakeover?
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MOSTAPES
Website. www.mostapes.com
Add. 4F, 8, Eonju-ro 170-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 566 0390 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3444 0390 / E-mail. biz@mostapes.com

Mostapes is a content creation company located in Seoul, Korea. Since 2012, we have
been further increasing our professionalism through original IP creation, animation
production, game development, and commercial work.
Our goal is providing high-quality content that brings laughter to the world. To realize the
vision, Mostapes works closely with global partners in the entertainment industry who
share the same dream.
While searching for other collaborative opportunities, Mostapes is channeling the passion
into original IP productions such as the preschool show <Dinosally> and the comedyaction series <Iron Dragon>.
Seeking : Every Opportunity

Dinosally

Production Year Pre-production
Eps × Min 78 × 5
Genre Preschool

A peppy, plucky, pink young dinosaur named Sally goes on adventures in Dino Town with her friends.
In Dino Town where everything is possible, Sally and her two besties, Blambi and Tibo see a super
exciting opportunity for fun every day. Most of all, Dino School is Sally’s favorite place to be. Her
teachers and friends are there. Sally is roaring fun whether she is in class or out on a field trip! THUMP!
THUMP! The spectacular and dinotastic things will happen if she has friends to stomp along with!
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TITLE: Dinosally
LENGTH: 5 minutes, 78 episodes
FORMAT: 2D
GENRE: Pre-School
TARGET: Young Preschooler, Family
STATUS: In Development
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Iron Dragon

Production Year Pre-production
Eps × Min 52 × 11
Genre Comedy-Action

Iron and his incredible adventure! Young Iron is a raw cadet, who aspires to be a Monster Master.
With his talking toy bear Slime, an evil sword named Mos and a stern, warrior-magician named
Xina, they travel the vast, magical realm of Pantopia on a quest to restore their master, the Wizard
Ssabu, back to life and recover Monster Eggs of unimaginable magic power.
TITLE: Iron Dragon
LENGTH: 11 minutes, 52 episodes
FORMAT: 2D
GENRE: Comedy-Action
TARGET: 7-11 YO, family
STATUS: In Development
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Pixtrend Inc.
Website. www.pixtrend.com
Add. #1108-2, ENC Dream Tower 7th, Digital-ro 9 Gil, 46, Geumcheon-Gu,
08512, Seoul, Korea


Tel. +82 (0)2 565 4428 / Fax. +82 (0)2 565 4429 / E-mail. pixtrend@pixtrend.com

Pixtrend Inc. was established for the overall business consulting and marketing procedures
within the planning and distributing of various content, and uses its content business
know-how accumulated over several years to specialize in the planning, producing, coproducing, investment-procuring of animations, additionally to domestic and overseas
distributing tasks.
It intends to cover the range of the production, distribution and investment of worldwide
content, as well as lead the way in the globalization of Korea’s cultural content.
Seeking : TV/OTT/IPTV, Co-production...

Chubi’s Adventure

Production Year 2022 / In production
Eps × Min 26 × 11
Genre Comic Sitcom

One winter day, alley cat “Chubi” was trying to rescue Minsong and Jiwan from a snowman. Since
that day, “Chubi” becomes to live together in their home. Now, “Chubi” is determined to take care
of humans who were born without hair and live in a tough world. “Chubi” has just begun his new
life! To solve the problems of humans that he has to take care of as well we the problems of his old
friends including Blackie, Brainy, Gugu, Waddles and Crow, he goes on a mission
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Virtual Guardians

Production Year 2019 / Completed
Eps × Min 26 × 11
Genre Action Adventure

Year 2032, not so long ahead. humans were able to enjoy a variety of services conveniently within
the VR system called the Vavel City in various fields, including education, game and business. One
peaceful day, however, a fatal error occurs in AI, a critical part of the Vavel system, and it came to
identify itself with horrifying artificial intelligence full of greed and emotion. After that, Al calls itself
God reigning over mankind, dominates the Vavel system and eventually attempts to expand its
reach to the reality of mankind!
In response, Doctor Gang, the developer of the Vavel system, selected five genius boys and girls,
and a clever puppy as the so-called <Guardians> to defend mankind against the threat of the AI.
Will they able to win the virtual battle with the AI?
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Super Zack

Production Year 2018 / Completed
Eps × Min 26 × 10
Genre Comic Action

There are three bears in a house. Papa Bear, Mama Bear and Baby bear. Papa Bear is large and
earnest. Mama bear is slim and kind. And Zack the baby bear is very cute. The three bears live
together in a lovely house. The family seems ordinary but they are actually a superhero family with
a special mission!
When trouble strikes the peaceful ‘Storia town’, Power Zak goes into action! Much on Mom’s ‘Super
Yum-Yum’ dishes and power up!! Our Little Superhero Zak wields his Super Yum-Yum power again
today to keep the peace in Storia!
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ROI VISUAL Co., Ltd.
Website. www.roivisual.com
Add. Yangjin Plaza 2F~6F, 5 Hakdong-Ro 30-Gil, Gangnam, Seoul, 06104, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 4640 5409 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3445 2193 / E-mail. global@roivisual.com

ROI VISUAL is an animation studio, based in seoul korea and have produced preschool and kids animations since our foundation in 1999, we have grown into a global
entertainment company by introducing our excellent original content such as Woobi Boy,
Chiro, Inner Ranger and Robocar POLI. ROI VSUAL will continue to create good content
so that children can dream of the better world. We are looking forward to meet our potential
media partners and character merchandising partners in Cannes, this year.


Seeking : Broadcasters, OTT partners, Media Distributors, Toy Distributors,
and Licensing Partners

Robocar POLI
Special Short Movie

Production Year 2023 / In production
Eps × Min 1 × About 40
Genre Edutainment

Robocar POLI Special Short Movie will unveils at Cinemas in France in Easter season, 2023 as
a part of Gulli TV on Cinema Project which is a new annual screening project of Gulli, one of the
most powerful media partner in Europe. The special short movie will consist three new episodes
released for the first time beyond S. Korea featuring three new super transforming robot characters.
And Robocar POLI's best musical episodes from Robocar POLI SongSong Museum will also be
included in the short movie.
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Robocar POLI Season 5

Production Year 2022 / In production
Eps × Min 16 × 11
Genre Edutainment

New friends visit to Brooms town!
Who is the drone losing his memory in the storm and landing on the beach?
Tintin, a heavy vehicle who wears glasses and has large pincer fingers.
Wonder, a storyteller who pulls a nice cart and performs.
Grandma Daisy, a kind and skillful gardener who moved to Wind Hill.
Daisy's adorable twin granddaughters, Rose and Marie!
Desert Car Rescue Team, Sandy, Kitten, and Droney!
With Brooms Town's villagers and new friends, various commotions come to you.
Robocar Poli season 5 is back with more fun stories!
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Robocar POLI
SongSong Museum

Production Year 2020 / Completed
Eps × Min 26 × 5
Genre Music Edutainment

Robocar POLI rescue team gathers here at SongSong Museum where the beloved songs by
children in the world are stored to find a great song for children. Which song will Melody Tower
bring you today? Children can easily learn the song which the rescue team found with their warm
heart for children.
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SIDE9 Inc.
Website. www.side9.net
Add. 701, Acehighend tower7 67, Gasan digital 2-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 8680 7172 / E-mail. s2type@side9.net

We are an art & CGI animation studio focused on creating memorable characters and
thrilling animations.
Since 2013, we have been producing top animation and CGI content for an international
clientele from a wide range of industries. The house specialty is Animation, and we create
high-quality of it, based on the project’s needs for CGI.
In 2015, we started a new business for medical VR with well-known medical institutions.
Our portfolio shows our collaboration with companies, agencies and other studios
throughout the Japan, China, Korea and Canada.
Seeking : Co-production, Distributing Agent, Publisher, Investor, Licensor

CODENAME X

Production Year 2022 / In progress
Eps × Min 26 × 11
Genre Action, Comic, Spy

An ordinary boy must become an extraordinary spy to save the World!
In 2022, Blue, a curious and enthusiastic 11-year-old skater boy, finds his mother's hidden
notebook. From the notebook, he discovers she was a secret agent known as ‘Violet’.
But, before he can ask her, Blue is sucked into the notebook and does a time-slip 30 years into the
past. Blue lands in 1992, and rescuing his 12-year-old mother Violet, who drags him into the world
of espionage, as the newest agent of the World Intelligence Service M.S.G.
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YOKANICS

Production Year Pre-production
Eps × Min 26 × 11
Genre Action, Fantasy

In a cyberpunk world that fuses technology and spiritualism, Yokanics use martial arts and magic
to repair machines that have transformed into monster Yokai.
In a cyberpunk 'Nurban City', the transcendent forces called 'SinSun' made a huge group to
dominate the city, and the objects from them named 'Over-Tech', become necessity to all in the city.
However, one day the 'Over-Tech' things start to transform into Yokai, and the city needs the
Yokanics to fix that broken products. The 'SinSun' hire Yokanics use martial arts and magic to repair
the machines. At the same time, they study why those machines change into Yokai.
Meanwhile, a banished SinSun 'ToWoo' establish a small repairing center at the outskirt, and fix
machines with his disciples 'Guy' and 'YoYo'.
At there, they try to disclose the Yokai thing's reason is the SinSun's plot.
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Studio Gale Co., Ltd.
Website. www.studiogale.com
Add. 64, Pangyo-ro 255 beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, 13486, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)32 8060 2805 / Fax. +82 (0)32 8060 2752 / E-mail. tom@studiogale.com

Studio Gale is one of the leading 3D animation studios specializing in creating and
producing global animation based in South Korea. Tish Tash is the first Korean Creative
Animation to be broadcasted on BBC, UK as well as nominated at Kids Emmy Awards. And
Grami’s Circus Show has been credited for it’s value on the international stage winning
Best TV Series for Teens at Cartoon on the Bay as well as being nominated at Annecy
International Animation Festival. Journey of Long won the grand prize for Best Character
at SPP. Featured animation project Millionaire Woody was pitched at Cartoon Movie
in Bordeaux, France and our newest animation, Tomoncar is the first animation series
produced using Unity3D Engine in Asia.
Studio Gale is making great strides to leap to become one of the top 5 animation studios
in Asia.
Seeking : Distributor, Co-Production, Investor

The Movie WillBengers :
Mysterious Camping

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 1 × 79
Genre Adventure, Fantasy

Thanks to the troubled maker heroes William and Bentley brothers, Sam has a hard time every
day. To escape from everyday life and enjoy peace, the Hammington’s go on a camping trip.
Deep in the mountains, there is only hunters in a shabby campsite. A manager of camping site
welcomes them after along absence. But the herbalist at the campsite looks a bit strange. While
Sam is unpacking their belongings William and Bentley discover an abandoned playground. And
unexpectedly, they meet a little Gumiho, Miho. They quickly become friends and have a good
time riding the rides together. That night the Hammington's were having a peaceful time in front
of a bonfire and suddenly Miho comes out from nowhere and asks for help for his injured father.
The children transforms into ‘WillBengers’ the heroes and try to follow Miho. Sam tries to stop the
children, but in the end Sam decides to help Miho.
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TishTash Singalong Series

Production Year 2023 / In production
Eps × Min 20 × 3
Genre Singalong / Music Video

New 3D Animation Sing Along Series from the creator of Tish Tash.
Music content with Original Songs and Original Choreography that children can follow to enjoy
regardless of region or language. Dances and songs are easy to follow which are good to use for
viral marketing.
Needs of new media content suitable for global target, since 3D character content are the purple
ocean for music content with higher demands in the market and efficient to produce.
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Nano LIst

Production Year 2023 / In production
Eps × Min 12 × 24
Genre SF, Action

Seoul in 2050, where android become as common as automobile. ‘Dojin’, a high school student
who is more ordinary than anyone else, lives with a maid android named, ‘San’. One day, on Dojin’s
17th birthday, a birthday gift from Dojin’s dead sister arrives which is android Nano, the world’s
strongest weapon but Dojin thinks and accepts Nano as he thinks Nano is an educational android.
Dojin started to live with Nano as he believes that there must be reason why his older sister sent
Nano to him, But many unexpected accidents happened to Dojin and he is threatened by MSA
which is a global android company. Will Dojin and Nano be able to dig into MSA’s threats and face
a peaceful life again?
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Studio Vandal Co., Ltd.
Website. www.studiovandal.com
Add. U-dong, Busan Calture Content Complex #811, 140 Suyeonggangbyeondaero
Haeundae-Gu, 48058, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)70 7778 9128 / Fax. +82 (0)70 7427 9126 / E-mail. studiovandal@naver.com

Studio Vandal Co., Ltd. is a content production company specializing in planning and
producing TV & OTT series animation, theater animation, educational content, and VR
content. Our content are serviced through broadcasting stations and cable/IPTV, VOD,
YouTube and new media channels.
In addition, various content businesses such as character licensing and space business
areas are being expanded. Beyond the animation production company representing Busan
City, we are dreaming of developing into a global content company representing Korea.
Seeking : Buyer, Publisher, Distributor, Co-production, Investor

What are you doing Nini?

Production Year 2020 / Completed
Eps × Min 26 × 11
Genre Sitcom, Edutainment

Nini, the main character, was born in a remote village in the deep jungle forest of Pung Pung Island
and lives with her mama's boy brother Dino, who hatched an egg just before her by a minute. The
story begins with Nini, Dino, and friends entering Pong Pong School. The story unfolds through
various incidents, accidents, and classes that occur as children move away from home and go to
school for the first time, gradually forming relationships with their friends and teachers over time.
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The Little Stone Dodo 1, 2

Production Year 2015 / 2018 / Completed
Eps × Min 52 × 11
Genre Adventure, Music, Sitcom

The Dalglak Forest with the clean and mysterious nature which is reserved well. There are Little
Stone Dodo, Caterpillar Ggomi, Grandpa Tree included other friends living in the forest together.
However, the bad news hit the town that there are polluted areas in the lovely neighborhood.
Response to this issue, the little stone friends strive to fight for the polluted environment by
implementing creative way to play toys and funny plays.
These friends learn the greatness of Mother Nature and preciousness of the environment through
this adventure of saving the forest. Throughout this adventurous journey they achieve the closer
friendship. What kind of adventures events are waiting for Dodo’s friends today?
Let’s go to the Dalglak Forest to meet our little stone friends all together!
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The Alien Family Jolly Polly

Production Year 2014 / Completed
Eps × Min 52 × 11
Genre Adventure, Sitcom

“The Alien Family Jolly Polly’s project of conquering the world, their struggle for adapting to live
on the Earth!”In Jolly Polly planet, there live varieties of jelly-shaped aliens but as the time goes
by the atmosphere around Jolly Polly became hot and the acceleration of global warming made
Jelly aliens to melt. The Jolly Polly family left their planet and began their search for a new home.
After many twists and turn they arrived on Earth. They came for the cold planet but Earth was too
hot planet that had the acceleration of global warming in progress. When the Jolly Polly family’s
body becomes hot, they have extraordinary reaction. Ultimately, they made an extreme decision to
make the Earth a cold planet. The aliens Mommy, Daddy, daughter, son Jelly and mischievous but
smart pet meet a human friend Andy, and together they make various troubles and overcome the
accidents and aim to make the Earth a cold planet.
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Studio W.Baba
Website. www.studiowbaba.com
Add. 4F., 869, Buil-ro, Guro-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2.332.9457 / Fax. +82 (0)2.332.2457 / E-mail. lhj2269@studiobaba.com

Studio W.Baba is a creative animation studio. Our service include developing content / 3D
animation production. With a variety of animation content since its first broadcast on KBS
in 2013, it has expanded its business scope by producing works such as "Mask Masters",
"Hello Carbot", "Magic Adventures", "Space Bug" and others. Recently, we have expanded
our content to short-form animation with various business, “B Family”.
Seeking : Broadcasting, Co-production, Publisher

B FAMILY

Production Year 2021 / Completed
Eps × Min 104 × 1.5
Genre Comedy

B Family is a comic animation that depicts everyday lives of vigorous characters residing in B
Villa. Their lives seem trivial at first but are filled with a series of touching humors and ridiculous
accidents. Looking a bit chaotic, they will share their feelings and humors as their stories progress.
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MEGA RACER

Production Year In progress
Eps × Min 1 × 80
Genre Action Adventure

‘Mega Race’ is the best race in the universe that crosses time and space at the speed of light! The
Secret and Conspiracy of the ‘Mega Race’ that started with the Rabbit and Turtle Race! Children
must fight this and save their friends, parents, and the world!
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PIRATE CAT

Production Year In progress
Eps × Min 9 × 30
Genre Action Adventure

An unlikely 16-year old ship’s captain enters the mythological universe of Otherworld in search of
pirate treasure, his long lost father, as well as a kidnapped mermaid princess. Unfortunately, he
was cursed by a sea god, who turned him into a cat, but nothing can stop our hero from fulfilling
his destiny.
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Sunwoo & Company
Website. www.sunwoo.com
Add. #1405, Kolon Digital Tower, 30 Digital-ro 32-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 2103 8031 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2103 8096 / E-mail. steve@sunwoo.com

Sunwoo & Company is one of the most recognized animation and IP management
companies in Korea, focusing on animation production and business, as well as
representing world-renown brands and content. Creator of the Netflix Original series
Treehouse Detectives.
Seeking : Media (FTA, PTV, OTT, VOD), Distributors

Supertrons

Production Year 2023 / In production
Eps × Min 26 × 12
Genre Action

DINOS vs MONSTERS!!! Supertrons is an action packed adrenalin booster with heart thrilling
battles between enormous real Dinosaurs and gigantic real Monsters. Added up with transforming
vehicles and engaging characters & stories, this is a roller coaster you CANNOT MISS!!!
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DoReMi Dalimi

Production Year 2021 / Completed
Eps × Min 26 × 11
Genre Musical, Preschool

DoReMi Dalimi is a musical animated series following the happy every days of a 5-year-old
girl named Dalimi and her family & friends. Sweet and affectionate Dalimi always cares about
everyone around her, from Dad who runs a cake shop and Mom who works at an architect's
office, to kindergarten friends Sunny and Benji, warm-hearted Grandpa, younger sister Dalkong,
and family pet dog Lucky. In each episode, we follow Dalimi's daily life with her loved ones and
experience what she sees, hears, feels, and relates to. So what new fun will Dalimi have at this
another bright day?
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Tak Toon Enterprise
Website. https://taktoon.modoo.at/
Add. #803, Art Center(301), Chung-Ang University, 84, Heukseok-ro, Dongjak-gu,
Seoul, Korea


Tel. +82 (0)2 820 6962 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3280 6962 / E-mail. taktoon@taktoon.com

Tak Toon Enterprise plans, creates, and produces animation content aimed to a global
audience. Since its relocation to Korea, Tak Toon Enterprise Inc. has expanded its
production to include TV animation series, animated shorts, and commercials in conjunction
with the Character Animation Lab of the GSAIM, Chung-Ang University. It has produced
the stop-motion animation series ,“GALAXY KIDS Season 1,2”, "Teenie Scouts Big Five
Season 1,2" and 2D digital animation series, “The Forks with Spiky Hands”, "The Curious
World of Linda Season1". All IPs have been aired in different channels including KBS, SK
IPTV, Amazon Prime amongst others. It is currently in the process of developing the 2D
animation Series "Boo Boo Man" and "The Curious World of Linda Season 2".
Seeking : Distributor, Broadcaster

The Curious World of Linda

Production Year 2020 / Completed
Eps × Min 26 × 7
Genre Family-Adventure

Linda lives in an ordinary town with ordinary shops, and ordinary people filled with ordinary days.
But Linda is different! Living in the Curiosity Shop, Linda uses her imagination to embark on
amazing adventures with her best friend Louie.
Her imagination allows her to transform into anything she desires!
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Teenie Scouts BIG FIVE

Big Five is a group of rescue toys living in a Kids Play Cafe, where kids come to play with toys
during the day. However, when all kids go back home and the cafe is closed, the toys come to life
and begin their daily lives. When a toy is in trouble, Big Five is always there to save the day. Are
you ready to go saving the day with the Big Five?
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Production Year 2016 / Completed,
On-Air in KBS
Eps × Min 260 × 2
Genre Family-Adventure


Production Year 2019 / Completed
Eps × Min 52 × 11
Genre Adventure

The Forks with Spiky hands

<The Forks with Spiky Hands> is a story of mature little girl named Tilly and her extraordinary
family. This family doesn’t just look different, also have unique traits that makes them run into all
sorts of problems with their neighbors. Tilly, with her ability to see ghosts, dreams of becoming
the main character of the scariest story around. Will Tilly be able to make her dreams come true?
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The Pinkfong Company, Inc. (PINKFONG)
Website. www.pinkfong.com/en/
Add. 5th Floor, 94, Myeongdal-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 3470 6807 / E-mail. global_biz@pinkfong.com

• Producer and IP holder of Pinkfong Baby Shark
• Listed on TIME's 100 Most Influential Companies
• A Global Family Entertainment Group
“Baby Shark Dance” video is the No.1 most-viewed video in YouTube history with over
10BN views. “Pinkfong Songs and Stories” is the top kids YouTube channel with over 100M
subscribers worldwide (as of Aug ’22). We produce and distribute online and offline content
for children such as educational games and animation. Pinkfong is a global entertainment
brand specializing in short animated clips for preschoolers. 5,000+ Pinkfong videos with
colorful visuals and catchy songs are available on a variety of channels including Pinkfong
mobile apps, OTTs, and linear TV across the globe.
Seeking : Co-production, Broadcaster, Distributor

Bebefinn

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 50 × 3
Genre Nursery Rhyme

- Preschool / Entertaining and educational CGI animated family show, perfectly ‘made for kids'!
- Everyday, Baby Finn Learns Something New With The Funn Family!
- Looking for broadcasters & OTT
1. Designed by Pinkfong & Baby Shark creators, the best music producers
With adorable songs and characters, Bebefinn captures millions of children's hearts. Bebefinn
acquired 1M YouTube subscribers and 550K Tik Tok followers in 3 months since launch.
2. Play & learn at the same time, easily relate to the characters and connect to the wider world
Includes valuable learning opportunities guiding healthy habits, social skills and many more!
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Pinkfong Wonderstar :
Sing-Along Concert

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 1 × 70
Genre Family, Musical

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 3,000+ × 1
Genre Nursery Rhyme

A compilation of kids’ all time favorite sing & dance along songs to Baby Shark animation series.



- Family musical / 3D CGI / Kids 2-6 / Coming to theaters during Christmas 2022 - Q1 2023
- Presents a universally relatable story, learning the importance of teamwork, and 15 exciting singalong stages consisting of Pinkfong’s most popular songs and dances.
- Official merchandise: Pinkfong & Baby Shark light sticks in production for cheering screenings
- Looking for distributors / broadcasters / OTT

Pinkfong Baby Shark Songs
& Stories

Pinkfong and Hogi hold a concert encouraging kids to share great moments together.
While preparing, Pinkfong and friends begin to argue as they all have different ideas of making the
stages perfect. Will Team Wonderstar overcome the conflict and present the show together? Get
your tickets to find out and enjoy like a real live concert!
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1. Move your body with Pinkfong Baby Shark!
Kids’ favorite themes all in one, from animals, cars, dinosaurs, healthy habits, and many more.
- Sing Along With Baby Shark - 120 x 1’
- Pinkfong Animals Songs - 95 x 1’
- Pinkfong Car Songs & Stories - 54 x 2’
- Pinkfong Dinosaur Songs & Stories - 43 x 2’
2. Join fin-omenal adventures of Baby Shark in the ocean.
Let's follow the Shark Family and see what they are up to doo doo doo doo doo doo!
- Baby Shark Brooklyn Story (2D) - 12 x 12’
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YOUNG TOYS Inc.
Website. www.youngtoys.com
Add. 04410 8F, Gomwas B/D,Hannam-daero 11-gil 12, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Korea
Tel. +82 (0)2 3484 0777 / Fax. +82 (0)2 554 6715 / E-mail. HA5200@youngtoys.com

Since its foundation in 1980, Young Toys has been the leading South Korean toy
manufacturer with proprietary animated IPs. Its flagship properties TOBOT, Kongsuni,
Secret Jouju, and Super 10 are expanding its presence in the global market, adding to
its creative and innovative product lines through continuous research and development.
Its flagship boys' action property, TOBOT, has a presence in 100+ countries across the
globe, and on the back of more than 4,700 mins of produced content, Young Toys has sold
more than 17 Million TOBOT toys up to date.
Super10, the first Young Toys robot boys-action brand specially targeted for the global
market, will make its worldwide debut in 2 seasons of 3D animation and toys.
Young Toys will continue to actively engage in global business, and strive to develop richer
and more enjoyable toys for the children all over the world.
Seeking : Co-production, Producer, Licensee, Agent, Distributor

NEW TOBOT

Production Year 2023 / In progress
Eps × Min 24 × 11
Genre TV Animation (BoysAction/Adventure)

Our beloved friend, Tobot is back!
The globally beloved original Tobot X, Y, and Z are finally back! Enjoy the new, humorous daily-life
story with Powerfully Full-Charged Tobot X, Y, and Z along with their pilots – Ryan, Kory, and Dylan!
Watch how our friends, New Tobots cooperate to protect Daedo City from new villains!
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Konnie

Production Year 2024 / Pre-production
Eps × Min TBD
Genre Animation (Preschool/Family/Comedy)

Konnie is a highly curious five year-old half-Korean, half-Caucasian girl who jumps out of bed everyday
excited, with a deep thirst to find or experience something new. She knows Korean culture and language
quite well, but she just moved to a big city in California – and there’s an abundance of fascinating new
things to discover here! Her favorite thing is to explore the city with her Grandma. Grandma shares Konnie’s
unquenchable desire to see and experience new things too, so she’s the perfect partner. Everything is fair
game, from people in the park across the street, to holiday dinner parties with friends, to new games at
school. Sometimes if Konnie doesn’t fully understand the new situation or experience, she may express
distaste or be confused, but when she finally “gets it” she revels in the new person, place, or thing with great
enthusiasm, realizing that differences can be great! Later that day she discusses her new experience with
her parents, or baby brother Noah, Grandma & Seyo, and even the family dog.
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Super 10

Production Year 2022 / Completed
Eps × Min 104 × 11
Genre TV Animation (BoysAction/Adventure)

Omega, in his pursuit for power sets his eyes on the Super Stone, a stone born from the core of
the Earth. In order to protect the Super Stone from Omega, the other Superions broke the Super
Stone into 10 fragments and hid them within time-space pockets in order to protect the stone and
themselves. Now, Omega has found traces of the Super stone fragments, and the Superions must
be gathered again to protect the Earth from destruction. Only by finding the 10 fragments and the
10 chosen Superions can the Super Stone be fused again, thereby stopping the destruction of the
Earth. Watch as our heroes travel throgh space and time, finds the Superions and the Super Stone
fragments while batting the forces of Omega..
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